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ABSTRACT 

Process Instrumentation is comprised of those devices (and their inter
connection into systems) which measure and process signals for temperature, 
pressure, fluid flow, and fluid levels. Process instrumentation specifically 

excludes nuclear and radiation measurements.  

Process Instrumentation includes equipment which performs functions such as: 

process measurement, signal conditioning, dynamic compensation, calculations, 

setpoint comparison, alarm actuation, indication and recording, which are all 

necessary for day-to-day operation of the Nuclear Steam Supply System as well 

as for monitoring the plant and providing initiation of protective functions 

upon approach to unsafe plant conditions. The Westinghouse Eagle-21 

microprocessor based process protection upgrade system is applicable for those 

instrument systems which are "safety-related" as defined by IEEE Std.  

279-1971, "Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating 

Stations". The Eagle-21 portion of process instrumentation includes all 

necessary devices with the exception of transmitters, indicators, and 

recorders.  

The Westinghouse Eagle-21 microprocessor-based process protection system is a 

functional replacement for existing analog process protection equipment used 

to monitor process parameters at nuclear generating stations and initiate 

actuation of the reactor trip and engineering safeguards systems.  

v 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The majority of nuclear power generation stations presently employ analog 

process protection equipment. This equipment, was designed in the 1960's and 

early 1970's. As illustrated in Figure 1-1, the analog protection system 

receives inputs from sensors, provides information to the operator, performs 

calculations on these values, and compares the results to allowable limits.  

If the limits are exceeded, a partial reactor trip is generated. .External 

logic performs a voting algorithm on the partial trips from the four redundant 

protection sets, and conditionally generates a reactor trip. A similar path 

exists for the generation of engineered safeguard system actuations. These 

actuations mitigate the effects of an undesired event. The process protection 

system also provides isolated signals for use by non-safety systems such as 

the control system, the plant computer, and portions of the control board.  

Westinghouse Process Protection Systems include three generations of analog 

electronics: Foxboro H-Line, Westinghouse 7100 Series, and Westinghouse 7300 

Series Equipment.  

The first generation of analog process protection equipment was Foxboro H-Line 

which is described in WCAP 7671 "Topical Report Process Instrumentation for 

Westinghouse Nuclear Steam Supply Systems." This equipment was manufactured 

for use during the 1965 - 1972 time frame. Twenty-four nuclear generating 

stations utilize this equipment.  

The second generation of analog process protection equipment was the 

Westinghouse 7100 Series, also described in WCAP 7671. This equipment was 

manufactured for use during the 1970 - 1973 time frame. Thirteen nuclear 

generating stations utilize this equipment.  

The third generation of analog process protection equipment was the 

Westinghouse 7300 Series, described in WCAP 7913 "Process Instrumentation for 

Westinghouse Nuclear Steam Supply Systems (4 Loop Plants Using HCID 7300 

1 
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Series Process Instrumentation). This equipment was manufactured for use 
during the 1973 - 1983 time frame. Forty-four nuclear generating stations 
utilize this equipment.  

As a result of technological advances, the earlier analog process protection 

systems are rapidly approaching the point of obsolescence. Additionally, 

utility personnel have identified the following difficulties with the analog 

systems: 

A. Time consuming calibration and surveillance test procedures.  

B. Extensive maintenance time for troubleshooting and repair.  

C. Difficulty in maintaining equipment qualification.  

D. Difficulty in maintaining adequate spare parts inventory.  

E. Lack of expansion space to install hardware for functional upgrades 

and plant improvements.  

The Westinghouse Eagle-21 Process Protection System is a modular micro

processor based upgrade system for replacing the existing analog process 

protection equipment. Features of the Eagle-21 equipment include the 

following: 

A. Automatic surveillance testing to significantly reduce the time 

required to perform surveillance tests.  

B. Self calibration to eliminate rack drift and time consuming 

calibration procedures.  

C. Self diagnostics to reduce the time raquired for troubleshooting.  

D. Significant expansion capability to easily accommodate functional 

upgrades and plant improvements.  

E. Modular design to allow for a phased installation into existing 

process racks and use of existing field terminations.  

2 
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2.0 DESIGN PHILOSOPH AND FEATURES

The Eagle-22 Process Protection System, as shown in Figure 2-1, is a digital 
form, fit, and functional replacement for the existing analog equipment. All 
system inputs (from plant sensors) and system outputs (reactor trip logic, 
engineered safety features logic, indication and control) are preserved.  
Thus, the installation of Eagle-21 process equipment has no affect on the 
existing external interfaces.  

2.1.1 Typical Analog Process Channel 

A typical analog process protection instrument channel is shown in Figure 
2-2. A field sensor is connected to cabinet mounted terminal blocks. The 
process electronics power the field sensor and perform signal conditioning, 
calculation, trip logic, and isolation operations on the input signal. Each 
element of the process is an individual electronic module or printed circuit 
board assembly. Typical functions performed by these modules are as follows: 
loop power supply, summation, lead/lag, multiplication, comparator, square 
root, amplification, signal conversion, and isolation.  

2.1.2 Typical Eagle-2i Process Channel 

A typical Eagle-2i Process Protection Instrument Channel is shown in Figure 

2-3. A field sensor is connected to cabinet mounted terminal blocks. The 
process electronics power the sensor and perform signal conditioning, calcu
lation, ano isolation operations on the input signal. However, each element 
of the process is not an individual electronic module or printed circuit board 
assembly. A multiple channel Analog Input module is used to power the field 
sensor(s) and perform signal conditioning. All calculations for the process 
channel functions are performed by a centralized Loop Calculation Processor 

(LCP). Typical functions performed by the Loop Calculation Processor are as 
follows: summation, lead/lag, multiplication, comparator, averaging, and 
square root conversion. Trip logic is provided through multiple channel 
Partial Trip Output modules. Multiple channel isolated analog outputs are 

provided by Analog Outpit modules. In addition, all Eagle-21 process 
protection channels are configured to perform automatic surveillance testing 
via a centralized Test Sequence Processor (TSP).  

3 
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Typical protection channels which may be processed with the Eagle-21 Process 
Protection System are as follows: 

A. Averag Temperature and Delta Temoeature 
B. Pressurizer Pressure 
C. Pressurizer Water Level 
0. Steam Flow and Feedwater Flow 
E. Reactor Coolant Flow 
F. Turbine Impulse Chanier Pressure 
6. Steam Pressure 
H. Containment Pressure 
1. Reactor Coolant Wide Range Temperatures 
3. Reactor Coolant Wide Range Pressure 
K. Boric Acid Tank Level 
L. Pressurizer Liquid and Vapor Temperatures 
M. Steam Generator Narrow Range and Wide Range Water Level 

2.? INSTALLATION 

The Eagle-21 Process Protection System is a modular electronics upgrade 
package for the existing analog plant process protection equipment. The 
Eagle-21 equipment has been designed to fit into existing process racks and to 
interface with other plant systems in a manner identical to the existing 
analog equipment. The design maintains the existing field terminals to avoid 
new cable pulls or splices within the rack. The components for each rack are 
built into subassemblies which can be easily installed into the existing 
racks. All internal rack cabling is pre-fabricated. The subassemblies are 
tested in a factory mock-up to verify proper fit and operation. Detailed 
installation procedures and drawings (formatted to match plant procedures and 
drawings) are provided with each system.  

An example of Eagle-21 hardware being installed into an existing process rack 
is depicted in Figure 2-4.  
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2.3 System Mosigm Fuatures

2.3.1 Single Failure Criterion 

The Eagle-21 Promss Protection System is designed to provide throe or four 
instrumentation channiels and outputs to two trip logic trains for each 
protective fa~ction. These redundant chmanls and trains are electrically 
isolated and physically separated. Thus. any single failure within a channel 
or train will not prevent a required protective system action.  

2.3.2 Instrument Power Source 

Electrical power for the Eagle-21 Process Protection Sys~em instrumentation is 
obtained from four separate instrument busses that are equal to each other in 
reliability and quality of the power available. The arrangewont of the four 
busses with respect to the ultimate power source is covered in detail in the 
FSAR for each plant. The us* and availability of the four busses is important 
to the plant instrumentation in the following ways: 

A. Each of the four protection sets is assigned to one of the instrument 
busses and no other.  

8. Instrument channels are arranged so that loss of any one bus will not 

force a trip of the reactor. However, all reactor trip bistables and 
most of the safeguards bistables will trip in that protection set.  
(e.g. all 2 out of 3 reactor trip logic will revert immiediately to a 
condition of 1 out of 2 logic.) 

C. Loss of any one bus will not out the plant in an unprotected condition.  

D. Coincident loss of any two busses will trip the reactor immiediately as 
a result of the preferred failure mode of the bistablies and initiate 

most safeguards action associated with those protection sets (e.g. two 
of the logic inputs for each associated 2 out of 3or?2 out of 4 logic 
will immediately exist as trip signals).  
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2.3.3 Oaumml Integrity 

The LEgle-2i Process Protection System has been desigrad to operate and 
maintain necessary functional capability wnder extremes of conditions relating 
to eiwironuent, enegy supply, malfunlctions5 and accidents. The environmental 
and energy supply extremes throughiout which the system will perform are 
detailed in Section 4.0.  

2.3.4 Channel Independence 

Within the Eagle-21 Process Protection System, there are four separate and 
independent rack sets. Channels which provide signals for the same protective 
functions are each located in different rack sets ensuring that they will be 
independent and physically separated. Since all equipment within any rack is 
associated with a single Protection Channel Set (PCS), there is no requirement 
for separation of wiring and components within the rack.  

2.3.5 Control and Protection System Interaction 

The Eagle-21 Process Protection System functions completely independent from 
the control systems. Its' operation in protecting the plant from unsafe 
conditions is not affected by any fault or malfunction in the control systems.  

The transmission of signals from the Eagle-21 Process Protection System to the 

control systems is through isolation devices that are clascified as part of 
the protection system. No credible fault at the output of an isolation device 
can prevent the associated Eagle-2i Protection System channel from meeting the 
minimum performance requirements specified in the design bases. Fault testing 

of the isolation devices is described in more detail in Section 4.0 of this 

document.  

The sane type of electrical isolation is also used to separate from the 

Eagle-21 Protection System. those signals (such as RCS average temperature), 
which are required and used to control actual plant variables. For this use, 

however, consideration must be given to possible protection ch~annel failures 

that can both prevent a particular trip signal from that channel and cause the 

6 
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control system to drive the plant toward the unsafe condition for which the 
particular trip signal is needed. In each case where this is possible, four 
protection channels have been provided and 2 out of 4 logic is used. In the 
event that one channel fails, two out of three logic will remain and the plant 
remains fully protected even when degraded by a second random failure.  

2.3.6 Automatic Surveillance Testing 

The Eagle-21 Process Protection System performs automatic surveillance testý.ig 
at the digital process protection racks via a portable Man Machine Interface 
(MMI) test cart. The NMI1 test cart is connected to the process rack by 
inserting a connector into the process rack test panel. Using the NMI, the 
"Surveillance Test" option is then selected. Following instructions entered 
through the 1041, the rack test processor automatically performs the following 

operations: 

1. Selection of the individual process channel to be tested.  

2. Calibration of the test reference signals and verification of the 

tester time base.  

3. Placement of the individual channel bistables in either 'Channel Trip" 
or "Bypass' (password protected) mode.  

A. Bypass Mode -- bypasses the inidividual channel bistable outputs to 
the logic circuitry to force the associated logic input relays to 
remain in the non-tripped state until the 'bypass' is removed.  

B. Channel Trip Mode -- Interrupts the individual channel bistable 
outputs to the logic circuitry to de-energize the associated logic 
input relay(s).  

4. Activation of the test injection signal.  

5. Performance of Analog to Digital (AI/D) converter test, and engineering 
unit values conversion test.  

7 
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6. Performance of dynamic algorithm and bistable setpoint accuracy tests.  

7. Performance of channel time response test.  

S. Completion of test cycle and automatically remove "Channel Trips' 
and/or "Bypasses".  

9. Verification of the calibration of the test reference signals.  

10. Display of test results on the 1641 screen.  

Interruption of the bistable output to the logic circuitry for any reason 
(test, maintenance purposes, or removed from service) causes that portion of 
the logic to be actuated and accompanied by a channel trip alarm and channel 
status light in the control room. Each channel is fully testable via the 
portable 1641 test cart.  

Status lights on the process rack test panel indicate when the associated 
bistables have tripped. The value (in engineering units) that caused the 
bistable to trip is displayed on the 1641 screen.  

2.3.7 Calibration 

The Eag',..-21 Process Protection System provides for continuous on-line 
self-cOJtration of analog input signals. The Digital Filter Processor (DFP) 
provit~es high and low reference signals to a multiplexer circuit on each 
analog input channel. The DFP then compares the output of its' Analog to 
Digital (AID) Converters to the high and low reference signals to determine if 
any errors have been introduced by analog signal processing and A/D conversion.  
If necessary, the DFP automatically adjusts the D/A gain and offset to 
eliminate any errors that have been introduced.  

2.3.8 Channel Bypass 

The Eagle-21 Process Protection equipment is designed to permit any one 
channel to be maintained, and when required, tested during power operation 

8 
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without initiating a protective action at the systems level. During such 
operation, the process protection system continues to satisfy single failure 

criterion.  

If an Eagle-21 protection channel has been bypassed for any purpose, a signal 
is provided to allow this condition to be continuously indicated in the 
control room.  

The Eagle-21 design has provided for administrative controls and multiple 
levels of security for bypassing a protection channel. To place a protection 
channel in bypass, an individual must have access to the following: 

A. Man-Machine Interface test cart.  

B. Keyboard for the MMI test cart.  

C. Key for the process rack door. A status light on the control board 
alerts the operator that the protection set has been entered. If a 
technician mistakenly opens the doors of two protection sets, the 
operator is alerted by an annunciator.  

D. Key for the rack mounted test panel selector switch.  

E. Password that is entered through the MMI keyboard.  

Additionally, it is not possible to disconnect the MMI test cart from an 
Eagle-21 protection rack and leave a channel in *bypass" (see Section 3.2.5).  

2.3.9 Access to Setpolnt Adjustments 

The Eagle-21 design has provided for administrative controls and multiple 
levels of security for access to setpoint and tuning constant adjustments. In 
order to adjust a setpoint or tuning constant in the Eagle-21 system'., an 
individual must have access to the following: 

A. Man-Machine Interface(MMI) test cart 

B. Keyboard for the MM! test cart 

9 
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C. Key for the process rack door (see Section 2.3.8, Item C) 

D. Key for the rack mounted test panel selector switch 

E. Password which must be entered through the NMI keyboard 

F. Allowable range for the specific parameter to be updated, otherwise 

the attempted entry is rejected.  

2.3.10 Diagnostics 

The Eagle-21 Process Protection equipment provides specific diagnostic 

information to the user via numerous printed circuit card and test panel 

status LEDs, as well as information available through the portable 

Man-Machine-Interface (MMI). This design feature allows for easy recognition, 

location, replacement, and repair or adjustment of malfunctioning components 

or modules.  

10 
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3.*0 TEOPICAL DESCRIPTION

3 .1 Eagle-2i Architecture 

The Eagle-21 Process Protection System replaces existing analog process 
protection equipment with multiple microprocessor based subsystems. Typically 
for each Eagle-21 protection system, three subsystems are used: a Loop 
Processor Subsystem, a Tester Subsystem, and an Input/Output Subsystem (see 
Figure 3-1). An overall view of the Eagle-21 architecture is shown on Figure 
3-5.  

3.1.1 Input/Output (1/0) Subsystem 

The input portion of the 1/0 subsystem (see Figure 3-2) consists of customized 

Analog Input and Contact Input signal conditioning modules specially designed 
for use in Process Protection Systems of nuclear generating stations. These 

modules satisfy all of the unique signal conditioning, signal conversion, 
isolation, buffering, termination and testability requirements.  

The signal conditioning modules are configurable to accept various process 

inputs including: 10-50 mA current loop (active or passive), 4-20 mA current 

loop (active or passive), 0-10 vdc, RTD's and field contacts. Both the Analog 

Input and Contact Input Modules provide signals to the Loop Processor 

Subsystem. These modules also interface with the Tester Subsystem for test 
and diagnostic purposes.  

The output portion of the I/O subsystem consists Analog Output, Contact Output 

and Partial Trip Output modules. These modules recei-ie data from the Loop 

Processor Subsystem and construct analog, contact, and trip logic output 

signals. Class 1E isolation is provided for all analog and contact output 
signals.  

To minimize the total installation effort for the Eagle-21 equipment, the 

existing input/output interfaces are fully emulated. In plants with more 

advanced control or display equipment, Class 1E isolated data links may be 

extended directly to those systems, thereby eliminating the analog hardware at 
both ends.  

11 
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3.1.2 Loop Processor Sub~system

The Loop Processor Subsystem is that portion of the Eagle-Zi system which 
computes all of the algorithms and comparisons for the protective functions.  

A Loop Processor Subsystem (see Figure 3-3) consists of a Digital Filter 

Processor (DFP), Loop Calculation Processor (LCP), Commnunication Controller, 

Digital 1/0 Module, and a Digital to Analog (D/A) converter.  

The Digital Filter Processor receives analog signals from Analog Input Modules 

and performs both Analog to Digital (A/D) conversions and ants :-liasing 

filtering operations on the input signals. The outputs of the Digital Filter 

Processor are then passed on the Loop Calculation Processor.  

The Loop Calculation Processor performs calculations for protection channel 

functions, data comparison to setpoint values, and initiation of trip signals 

based on the data received from the Digital Filter Processor.  

The Communication Controller collects information from the Loop Calculation 

Processor and transmits it to the Tester Subsystem.  

The Digital 1/0 module is utilized to process contact inputs, contact outputs.  

and trip logic output signals.  

The D/A converter module is utilized to convert digital values from the Loop 

Calculation Processor into analog values which are sent to analog output 

modules for further processing.  

3.1.3 Tester Subsystem 

The Tester Subsystem is the focal point of human interaction with the 

protection system. Together with the Man-Machine- Interface (MMI) Test Cart it 

provides the interface which allows test personnel to adjust setpoints and 

tuning constants, and to perform surveillance tests on the protection system.  

A Tester Subsystem (see Figure 3-4) consists of a Test Sequence Processor 

(TSP), Conmmunication Controller, Digital to Analog (D/A) Converter Module, 

Digital 1/0 Module, and an Analog to Digital (AID) Converter Module.  

12 
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The Test Sequencer Processor (TSP) reads information from the Coimmunication 
Controller, Digital 1/0 Module, AID Converter, and the MM! Test Cart. This 
information allows the TSP to inonitor the overall status of the Eagle-21 
protection rack, perform self diagnostics, and initiate surveillance testing.  
The TSP provides information to the Communication Controller, Digital 1/0 
Module, D/A Converter, and MMI Test Cart. This information provides for 
status indication and creation of the Signal Injection and Response (SIR) 
bus. This bus is distributed through the signal conditioning modules and 
allows the Tester Subsystem to control and test each module.  

The Communication Controller receives information from the Loop Processor 
Subsystem Communication Controller. This information is then read by the TSP 
which allows it to monitor the status of the LCP. The Tester Subsystem 
Communication Controller also provides a serial link to the Test Panel, which 
allows for information display and printing when connected to the NMI Test 
Cart.  

The 0/A Converter Module receives digital information from the TSP and 
converts it into high resolution analog signals that are used for test 
injection via the Signal Injection and Response (SIR) bus.  

The Digital 1/O module receives information from the TSP and provides signals 
to a Contact Output Module that provides contacts for field devices.  

The A/D converter module samples all analog output values and converts them 
into digital values, which are read by the TSP, and compared to the calculated 
values for analog outputs to ensure that the actual analog outputs are correct.  

3.1.3.1 Man-Machine-Interface (MIii) 

A portable test cart is connected to the Eagle-21 rack mounted test panel to 
provide the Man-Machine-Interface (MMI) to the Protection System. The MM! 
permits the user to perform the following functions: 

A. Display all setpoints and tuning constants (on line).  

13 
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0. Modify all setpoints and tuning constants (off line). Setpoints and 
tuning constants must be entered within a preset range or they will 
not be accepted by the MIi.  

C. Display specified input values (on line).  

D. Display specified intermediate values (an line).  

E. Display specified output values (on line).  

F. Display diagnostic information (on line).  

G. Run surveillance tests on each channel as detailed in paragraph 2.3.5.  

H. Provide a hardcopy printout of test results.  

3.2 Eagle-21 Hardware Description 

The Eagle-21 Process Protection System is comprised of a number of hardware 

modules and sub-assemblies which are described in this section.  

3.2.1 Analog Input Module 

The analog input module provides the interface between process transmitters, 

RTD's and the Eagle-2i computer hardware. Each analog input module provides 

the capability to interface with a maximum of four inputs. Analog input 

modules are capable of interfacing with both 4-20 mA and 10-50 mA current 

loops, 0 to 10 VDC signals, and four-wire RTD inputs.  

The 4-20 mA and 10-50 mA current loops are arranged as two-wire current loops 

with the transmitter power supplied from the analog input module. Separate 

current loop power supplies and separate signal conditioning circuitry are 

provided for each transmitter.  

The 0-10 vdc inputs are arranged as two-wire double-ended input signals.  
Separate signal conditioning circuitry is provided for each input signal.  

14 
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The RTO inputs are arranged to accept a f our-wire input configuration. The 
RTO excitation current source is supplied from the analog input module.  
Separate current sources and separate signal conditioning circuits are 
provided for each RTO input.  

Included on the analog input module are provisions for automatic testing and 
automatic calibration. The automatic testing is accomplished via -the Tester 
Subsystem. The analog input module communicates serially with the Test 
Sequence Processor (TSP) over the Signal Injection and Response (SIR) Bus.  
Test commands are transmitted to the input module which allows a selected 
analog input channel to switch from the field sensor to one of the multiple 
analog reference signals controlled by the TSP and carried by the SIR Bus.  
The value and characteristics (ramp rate etc.) of the analog reference signal 
is user-selected via the Man-Machine Interface (MMI).  

On-line calibration is controlled continuously by the Loop Calculation 
Processor (LCP) to eliminate potential gain and offset drift in the analog 
hardware of the input module and the analog-to-digital (AID) converter located 
on the Digital Filter Processor (DFP). During a calibration cycle, the DFP 
sends a command to the analog input module to switch from the field sensor to 
either the high or low on-board precision reference. The values that th~e DFP 
receives for the calibration references are used to calculate a correction 
factor that is applied to the input signal.  

Referring to Figure 3-6, the analog input module provides the following 
features for each input signal: 

A. High Input Impedance: The circuitry of the analog input module is 

designed to provide a high input impedance to minimize errors due to 
loading the current loop dropping resistors and RTD's.  

B. Power Source: A 30 vdc current loop power source and a RTD excitation 
current source of 1 mA (nominal) are provided. Each power source 
output is provided with a RFI filter and a surge withstand network.  

0803N:4



C. Passive Filters: Passive filter networks at the signal input to the 
board provide RFI filtering and the su-e withstand network needed to 
meet surge withstand requir ements. Onhe surge withstand filter also 
provides for a high frequency cutoff to prevent signal calising.  

D. Auto Test Signal Injection: A relay 15 provided on the input board to 
disconnect input signals and to provide for injection of test signals.  
This feature is under control of the Test Sequence Processor.  

E. Calibration Reference Injection: A multiplexer and calibration 
reference source are included on the input board to allow input 
circuit calibration checks by injecting high and low reference signals 
into the input circuitry. This provides a two point check of the 
input circuit calibration. Calibration data acquisition is under 
control of the Loop Calculation Processor.  

F. Signal Translation: A differential signal amplifier is used to 
translate the input signal to a standard level that is compatible with 
the D/A converter input. This amplifier and associated circuitry is 
designed to operate in a fully floating configuration.  

G. Input Signal Monitoring: A buffered test connector is included on the 
analog input module as an interface point for sensor testing.  

3.2.2 Contact Input Module 

The contact input module provides the interface between field contact devices 
and the Eagle-21 computer hardware. Each contact input module is capable of 
processing either four complementary contact pairs, or eight independent 
contacts. The output signals from the contact input module are read directly 
by the Loop Calculation Processor through digital 1/0 ports.  

Referring to Figure 3-7, the contact input module provides the following 
features for each contact input: 
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A. Contact Configuration: The contact input module, provides the 

capability to accept normally open and normally closed contact pairs 
through either a three or four-wire input configuration. The three 
wire configuration is preferred to simplify plant wiring and termin
ations. A complementary (normally open/normally closed contact pair) 
configuration provides the ability to detect input circuit failures.  
The module can also accept single contact inputs however, this 
configuration does not accommodate input circuit failure detection.  

B. Surge Withstand: A surge withstand network is provided at the input 
of the board to meet surge withstand requirements.  

C. Auto Test Signal Injection: A switching function is provided to allow 

the injection of contact input test signals. This feature is under 

control of the Test Sequence Processor. The complementary contacts 

are tested as a pair. This arrangement allows for confirmation of the 

test signal being disconnected after the test. This is accomplished 

by trying to inject test signal inputs to the board after the input is 

reconnected to the normal operating condition. If the output does not 

follow the test signal, then disconnection of the test signal is 

confirmed.  

D. Power Supply: Isolated power supplies are provided for each contact 

input circuit to sense contact position and maintain independence 

between contacts. A 48 vdc (nominal) supply is used to provide good 

contact wetting. The power supplies are arranged to allow the input 

boards to be connected in parallel.  

E. De-bounce: A contact de-bounce feature it provided as part of the 

module design to prevent switching transient contact bounce from being 

erroneously read by the Loop Calculation Processor.  

3.2.3 Analog Output Module 

The analog output module (Figure 3-8) provides an interface between the 

Eagle-21 computer hardware and field devices. Each analog output module is 

capable of providing up to eight channels of analog outputs.  

17 
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The analog output module converts a 0 to 5 vdc signal from the Loop 
Calculation Processor into an electrically isolated 4 to 20 mA or 10 to 50 mA 
current transmitter or a 0 to 10 vdc voltage source. The analog output module 
features surge suppression and electrical isolation to prevent destructive 
transients from propagating from the field condutors back through the 
Eaglv21 hardware.  

On-line calibration checks are continuously performed by the Tester 
Subsystem. An isolated feedback signal derived from the analog output module 
output is digitized and transmitted to the Test Sequence Processor where it is 
compared to the calculated output value. If a tolerance limit is exceeded, an 
error signal is reported.  

Additional features of the analog output module are: 

A. Status LED's for *Power On" and individual *Channel On" indication.  

B. "Range Select' switches to choose the proper range of output loop 

resistance which will maximize the power transfer efficiency.  

3.2.4 Contact Output Module 

The contact output module (Figure 3-9) provides the interface between field 

devices operated by contact logic and the Eagle-21 computer hardware. Each 

contact outrilit module is capable of providing up to eight complementary 

contact pairs for output purposes. The Loop Calculation and Test Sequence 
Processors control the relay status/contact logic through Digital 1/0 cards 

connected to the IEEE Std. 796 bus.  

The contact output module provides the following features for each output: 

A. Surge Withstand: A surge withstand network is provided for each 

output of the module to meet surge withstand requirements.  

B. Isolation: Each output circuit provides electrical isolation. This 
maintains electrical irhdepondence and prevents damage due to 

transients conducted into the system through the contact output module.  
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C. Status LED's for "Powe On* and Individual relay wenorgiuation statu" 
indication.  

3.2.5 Partial Trip Output Nodul" 

The partial trip output module (Figure 3-10) provides the Interface betbaen 
the Eagle-21 computer hardware and the trip logic system. Each partial trip 
module is capable of providing up to four channels of logic outputs. The trip 
output module converts a signal from the Loop Calculation Processor into an 
On/Off voltage used to drive relays in the trip logic system. Additional 
features of the partial trip output module are: 

A. Jumper selectable normally-enorgized or normally-denergi zed logic 
outputs.  

B. Capability to set a channel in either "channel trip' or 'bypass* made 
in conjunction with the MMI test cart.  

C. Toggle switch for each output to provide the capability to manually 

generate a channel trip independatt of the M1I test cart.  

D. Status LED's to indicate the state of each output channel.  

E. Deadman Tinmr for each channel to automatically remove a *bypass' 

condition which has been set if a signal is not received from the 

Tester Subsystem via the Man-Machine-Interface test cart. Thus, It is 
not possible to disconnect the MMI test cart from an Eagle-21 

protection rack and leave a channel in *bypass.' 

F. Deidman Timer for each channel to automatically set a "channel trip" 

if a signal is not received from the Loop Processor Subsystem.  
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.SL# IMcroprceuor Card Chassis odules

x3.Wa.1 fotol iSC 88/40 

The it et IS 8U/4A is a measurement and control computer with enhanced 
sairic processing capability. The iSBC 88/40A provides 16 differential input 
channelt end is utilized as both an A/D Converter and a Digital Filter 
Processor (DFP).  

In application, the iSBC 88/40A (DFP) performs the following operations: 

A. Read analog inputs 

8. Analog-to-digital conversion 

C. Input calibration readings and adjustment 

D. Onboard diagnostics 

E. Digital filtering 

The input data is placed into shared memory for access by the Loop Calculation 

Processor (LCP).  

3.2.6.2 Intel iSBC 286/12 

The Intel iSBC 286/12 is a 16-bit single board computer designed as a board

level solution for high-speed, real-time, multi-tasking, and multiprocessor 

system applications. Intel iSBC 286/12 boards serve as the Loop Calculation 

Processor (LCP), Test Sequence Processor (TSP), and Man-Machine-Interface 

(MMI) Processor.  

When serving as the LCP, the iSBC 286/12 performs the following operations: 

A. All calculations for process channel algorithms.  

B. Data comparison to setpoint values.  

C. Initiation of channel trip signals.  

When functioning as the TSP. the iSBC 286/12 has an on-board serial communi

cation link which together with high resolution digital to analog converters 

create the Signal Injection and Response (SIR) bus. The SIR bus is used for 
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monitoring and testing of all analog input, contact input, and partial trip 

output nodules. The TSP also reads information from the LCP via a 

Coumincation Controller and determines the overall status of the Eagle-2l 

system.  

When serving as a NMI Processor, the iSBC 286/12 performs the following 

functions: 

A. Converts data to ASCII format for output to display.  

B. Converts operator inputs from ASCII to real numbers.  

C. Performs error and limit checking on all operator inputs.  

3.2.6.3 Intel iSBC 88/45 

The Intel iSBC 88/45 is an advanced data communications processor which has 

the capability to both transmit and receive information.  

In application, an iSBC 88/45 operates as a "slave* communication controller 

for the Loop Processor Subsystem Multibus, the Tester Subsystem Multibus, and 

the MMI Test Cart Multibus.  

The Loop Processor Subsystem uses an iSBC 88/45 to transmit data to the Tester 

Subsystem. The Tester Subsystem uses its iSBC 88/45 to receive data from the 

Loop Processor Subsystem and to both transmit data to, and receive data from 

the MMI Test Cart. Likewise, the MMI Test Cart uses its iSBC 88/45 to both 

transmit data to, and receive data from the Tester Subsystem.  

3.2.6.4 Intel iSBC 519 

The Intel iSBC 519 is a programmable Input/Output (I/O) expansion board. The 

iSBC 519 provides 72 programmable I/O lines.  

In application, the iSBC 519 is utilized to process digital I/O signals for 

both the Loop Processor and Tester Subsystems. The Loop Calculation and Test 

Sequence Processors interface with their associated iSBC 519 and either read a 

signal which represents a digital input or write a value that the 1SBC 519 

converts to a digital output.  
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3.2.6.5 Data Translation DT-1742

The Data Translation DT-1742 is a high level (± .625 vdc to + 10 vdc) 
analog-to-digital converter with programable gain capability. Each DT-1742 

module is capable of processing up to 16 differential input channels.  

In application, the Data Translation DT-1742 is utilized to monitor analog 
output values from the Input/Output Subsystem. This data is then-read by the 

Test Sequence Processor and compared to the value that was calculated by the 

Loop Calculation Processor to ensure that the analog outputs are correct.  

3.2.6.6 Datel Intersil ST-716 

The Datel Intersil ST-716 is a high resolution (16-bit) digital-to-analog 
(0 to 10 vdc) converter. Each ST-716 module is capable of providing up to 

eight channels of high resolution analog outputs.  

in application, the Test Sequence Processor writes a value to the ST-716. The 

ST-716 converts this value into a high resolution analog signal that is sent 

to Analog Input Modules via the Signal Injection and Response (SIR) bus and 
utilized as a test injection signal for surveillance testing.  

3.2.6.7 Burr-Brown MP8316-V 

The Burr-Brown MP8316-V is a 12-bit resolution digital-to-analog (0 to 5 vdc) 
converter. Each MP8316-V module is capable of providing up to 16 channels of 
analog outputs.  

In application, the Loop Calculation Processor writes a value to the 
MP8316-V. The MP8316-V converts this value into an analog signal which is 
sent to an Analog Output Module for further processing.  
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3.2.7 Miscellaneous Hardware

3.2.7.1 Nicroprocessor Card Chassis 

The Eagle-21 microprocessor card chassis is an assedbly which provides access 
to two independent IEEE Std. 796 Busses for up to a maximu of eight printed 

circuit boards per bus. One bus is for the Loop Processor Subsystem and the 
other bus is for the Tester Subsystem. It provides cooling to these boards as 
well as physical restraint and allowance for p.,,... cable attachment. The 

microprocessor card chassis is assembled from four major sub-assemblies: a 

chassis weldment, a backplane, a fan assembly, and a status panel.  

3.2.7.2 DC Power Supply Chassis 

The Eagle-21 standard power supply chassis is a modular assembly which is 

capable of providing dc power from a 118 VAC, 60 Hertz source which will 

operate over the range of 90 to 132 VAC and 47 to 440 Hertz.  

Each Eagle-21 rack contains two power supply chassis. One chassis provides dc 

power to the Loop Processor Subsystem Multibus and the Input/Output Subsystem, 
the second chassis provides dc power to the Tester Subsystem and the Input/ 

Output Subsystem. Each chassis houses two dc power supplies. One supply 
provides (+5, +12, and -12) vdc to the microprocessor card chassis and the 
second supply provides +15 vdc to the input/output cards.  

3.2.7.3 Test Panel 

Each Eagle-21 process protection rack contains a Test Panel Assembly. The 

test panel is divided into three sections: Status Indications, Test Points, 
and Man-Machine-Interface.  

The Status Indication section of the Test Panel provides status indication 

("channel trip" or 'bypass') for all trip logic output channels. This section 

also provides status indication for self-diagnostics such as "cabinet 

overtemperature." 
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The Test Point section of the Test Panel provides test points where a dc 

voltage may be read for every analog input.  

The Man-Machine-Interface section of the Test Panel provides a connector, test 

points, and a selector switch. The connector is used for hookup to the 

Man-Machine-Interface Test Cart. The test points are user selectable such 

that any data within the Eagle-21 rack can be made available at the test 

points. The selector switch has positions for Normal, Test, and Parameter 

Update.  

A protection set rack door must be opened to access its Eagle-21 Test Panel.  

A status light on the control board alerts the operator that the protection 

set has been entered. If a technician mistakenly opens the doors of two 

protection sets, the operator is alerted by an annunciator.  

3.2.7.4 Termination Frame 

The Eagle-21 Termination Frames are modular assemblies which accommodate a 

single Input/Output printed circuit board. The Termination Frame serves to 

stiffen the Input/Output board against seismic input and provides terminals 

for power and signal connections. Each Eagle-21 process protection rack will 

contain sixteen termination frames, installed one above the other in a 

structure known as the termination framework.  

3.2.7.5 Cabinet Cooling Asseably 

Each Eagle-21 process protection rack is equipped with a 300 cubic feet per 

minute (cfm) squirrel cage blower assembly. This assembly will be located in 

the bottom of the rack and provide for a "chimney effect" by forcing air up 

through the rack and out of the top.  
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3.*3 Software 

3.3.1 Software Developmet 

The Eagle-21 Process Protection System software has been designed to be modular 
in structure (See Figure 3-11). This dictates that all *xecuta.1-e code be 
contained in a module or subroutine. The main program simply determines the 
sequence for execution of these modules. The main program contains a 'restart' 
section, a section that is executed only once on restart, and a looping section 
that is continually executing. Initialization routines are in the restart 
section and process function routines are in the looping section.  

Overall software development follows a general format of four layers. The 
first and bottom layer contains the main program and support functions. The 
second layer is a library of general purpose modules. These modules are 
comparable to a single analog printed circuit board. They perform one 
function and can be used in many different applications. The third layer is a 
library of standard protection functions which are built primarily from 
general purpose modules. These functions are comparable to a standard set of 
analog cards which bring together simple circuits to perform a a specific 
task. The fourth and top layer is the configuration layer. This layer 
'.ontains plant specific information which tailors the generic functions to 
project specific applications. The configuration layer typically represents 
approximately 0.5 percent of all code. This provides a high degree of 
confidence in the overall software code because the bottom three layers are 
standardized and do not change from project to project. It is only the 
configuration layer which needs to be 'programmed' for specific applications.  

Representative samples for each of the four layers of software are provided: 

A. Main Program and Support Routines: 

o on line diagnostics 
o engineering unit conversion 
o self calibration 
o limit checking 
o program sequencing 
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B. Library of General Purpose Modules:

o Summation 
o Square Root 
o Multiplication 
o Division 
o Lead/Lag 
o High Select 
o Low Select 
o High Trip Comparator 
o Low Trip Comparator 

C. Library of Standard Protection Functions 

o Average Temperature and Delta Temperature 
o Pressurizer Pressure 
o Pressurizer Level 
o Containment Pressure 
o Steam Generator Water Level 

D. Configuration Layer: 

o Plant-Specific Tag Numbers 

o Analog Input Assignments 

o Channel Trip Assignments 

o Setpoints and Tuning Constants 

3.3.2 Software Implementation 

All of the executing software is supplied in PROM medium with tunable 

parameters stored in EEPRO$4 for ease of change. All of the software and 

documentation is kept under strict configuration management control. All 

software follows the standards established for software design, which include 

the following: 

A. Language is high-level, easy to maintain language except where 

necessary for reasons such as timing 
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b. No interrupts are allowed 

C. No re-entrance is allowed 

D. Code format conforms to standards for both high-level and assemly 

language routines 

E. Go to statments are not allowed 

F. All programs are single task (no operating syste, or multi-tasking 
system) 
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4.0 EQUIPMIENT GMLIFICATION 

4.1 Equipment Qual 7fication Background 

In November of 1974. the NRC issued Regulatory Guide 1.89, *Qualification of 
Class If Equipment for Nuclear Power Plants' which endorsed IEEE Std.  
323-1974, *IEEE Standard for Qualifying Class lE Equipment for Nuclear Powr 
Generating Stations* and in March of 1976 the NRC issued Regulatory Guide 
1.100, 'Seismic Qualification of Electrical Equipment for Nuclear Power 
Plants' which endorsed IEEE Std. 344-1975, 'IEEE Recommended Practices for 

Seismic Qualification of Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating 
Stations.' 

Westinghouse recognized that NRC approval of testing methodology and parameters 
prior to performance of the test is desirable to avoid retesting. Therefore, 
the initial strategy with the 323-1974 Qualification Program was to obtain NRC 
approval prior to implementation of the Qualification program. To accomplish 
this, in October 1975, Westinghouse issued WCAP-8587, Revision 0, 'Methodology 
for Qualifying Westinghouse WRi)-Supplied NSSS Safety-Related Electrical 
Equipment' and in May 1980, Westinghouse issued WCAP-9714, "Methodology for the 
Seismic Qualification of Westinghouse WRD Supplied Equipment.' Meetings were 
held with the NRC staff to discuss qualification methods. Based on this 
interaction and state-of-art methodology, revisions were made to WCAP-8587. As 

a result, WCAP-8587, Revision 6 and WCAP 9714 were accepted by the NRC staff in 
a letter from Cecil 0. Thomas, Chief, Standardization and Special Projects 
Branch, Division of Licensing, to E. P. Rahe, Jr., Manager, Nuclear Safety 

Department, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, dated November 10, 1983.  

4.2 Equipment Qualification Program Description 

The Equipment Qualification Program demonstrates that the Eagle-21 Process 
Protection Equipment is capable of performing its designated safety-related 
functions under all specified environmental and seismic conditions. This is 
accomplished by testing as follows: 
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4.2.1 Envirosinmental Testing (IEEE Std. 323-1974)

The Eagle-21 equipment is tested under both snornal" and 'abnornal* 
enivironmental conditions.  

Normal: 

Temperature 60-80 Degrees F 
Relative Humidity 30-50 Percent 
Voltage 120 Vac 

frequency 60 Hertz 

Abnormal: 

Temperature 82-120 Degrees F 
Relative Humidity 95-35 Percent 
Voltage 108-132 Vac 
Frequency 63-57 Hertz 

4.2.2 Seismic Testing (IEEE Std. 344-1975) 

The Eagle-Zi equipment is subjected to multi-axils, multi-frequency inputs in 
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.100. The equipment is subjected to both 
Operation Basis Earthquakes (OBEs) and Safa Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) events.  

4.3 Equipment Qualification Documentation 

The overall equipment qualification documentation plan consists of three sets 

of documents: 

1. WCAP-8587 "Methodology for Qualifying Westinghouse WRD Supplied NSSS 

Safety Related Electrical Equipment" which is a Westinghouse Class 3 

(Non-Proprietary) report and represents the generic program parent 

document and describes the basis methodology for the Westinghouse 

equipment qualification program.  
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2. WCAP-8587, Supplement 1 "Equipment Qualification Data Packages" (EQOP) 
is also a Westinghouse Class 3 (Non-Proprietary) report which repre
sents a sumary of the program testing. This document identifies the 

equipment performance specifications and acceptance criteria. Upon 

completion of testing, this document will be revised to include a 

sumary of test results.  

3. WCAP-8687, Supplement 2 "Equipment Qualification Test Reports," (EQTR) 

is a Westinghouse Class 2 (Proprietary) report and presents specific 

methods used during testing and results of those tests. All test 

reports will be coded to the appropriate EQDP reference number.  
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5.0 NOISE, FMALT, SUGE NITHSTWD CAPMILITY, M RAIO FREQUENCY 

INTEAFERENCE TESTS 

5.1 Test Description 

The Noise, Fault, Surge Withstand Capability, and Radio Frequency Interference 
(RFI) tests demonstrate that the Eagle-21 process protection equipment is 
capable of performing its designated safety-related functions when subjected 
to these specified conditions. This testing is accomplished as follows: 

5.1.1 Noise Tests 

The Eagle-21 equipment is subjected to four types of noise testing: 

A. Random Noise 

Peak Value: 20 V 
Frequency: 10 KHliz - 10 MHz 

B. Crosstalk Noise -- Chattering Relay Test 

1. 118 Vac relay coil, .3 amp nominal 
2. 125 Vdc relay coil, .22 amp nominal 

C. Military Specification Noise (MIL-N-1900B).  

Noise Source No. 1

Voltage: 
Inductance: 
Resistance:

Noise Source No. 2

Voltage: 

Inductance: 

Resistance:
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D. High Voltage Transient Noise 

Peak value: 3.3 kV 
Frequency: 1.25 Mz 
Repetition rate: 120 Hz 

5.1.2 Fault Tests 

The Eagle-21 process equipment is subjected to following fault voltages: 

A. 125 vac, 60 Hertz.  

B. 580 vac, 60 Hertz 

C. 125 vdc 

D. 250 vdc 

5.1.3 Surge Withstand Capability (SMC) Tests (IEEE Std 472-1974) 

The Eagle-21 process equipment is subjected to the following surge signals: 

Peak value: 3.3 kV 

Frequency: 1.25 MHz 

Repetition rate: 120 Hz 

Duration: 2 seconds 

5.1.4 Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) Tests 

The Eagle-21 process equipment is subjected to the following classes of field 

strengths: 

A. 3 V/M and 10 V/N over the entire frequency range of 20 MHz to 1 GHz.  

B. 20 V/M over the frequency range of 20 MHz to 500 MHz.  
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5.2 Tast hsinwoatt"m

The Cagle-21 Ibis., Fsult, Suep ad Rado Frequency Interferenc (WI) tests 
mid resuts will be dwmaubted in a HWAprt4 NW~.  
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. KESIa, VEIFICATIM - VMALIMATION PLM

LI hastpond 

Mwstiuosuse introduaed the concept of microprocesser based Protection Systems 
i the uearly 1570.' the Integrated Protection System (IPS) wMich was part 
of the AESA 414 standard plant. The software verification progra conducted 
on the prototype is dociumented in NCAP-9153 "414 Integrated Protection System 
Prototype Verification Progrm",'. and NCAP-9739 'Summary of Westinghouse 
Integrated Protection System Verification and Validation ProgramO.  

Building upon the experience gained in performing software Verification and 
Validation on the IPS prototype and implementing the 'lessons learned' from 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) audit process, a much improved VI 
program was defined for the South Texas Qualified Display Processing System 
(ODPS). The "Design, Verification and Validation Plan for the South Texas 
Project Qualification Display Processing Systoe' was transmitted to the NRC in 
a letter from M. R. Wisenburg (Nanager of Nuclear Licensing Branch No. 3) 
dated September 24, 1965. To date, four NRC audits including a "closeout" 
have been conducted on the South Texas QDPS VIV process with successful 
results.  

The Eagle-21 VUV process is the samw as the one conducted on the South Texas 
QOPS modified only to the extent of refining the process based on previous 
experience and resolution of NRC audit comments.  

The Eagle-21 Design, Verification and Validation Plan is attached as "Appendix 
A' to this report.  

6.2 Applicable Standards 

The standards which are applicable to the Eagle-21 Design, Verification and 
Validation Plan are listed below: 
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A. IEEE Std. 603-1960 

'IEEE STANDARD CRITERIA FOR SAFETY SYSTEMS FOR NUCLEAR PONER 
GENERATING STATIONS' 

S. REGULATORY WGUIDE 1.153. Decemer, 1985 

'CRITERIA FOR POWER, INSTRUMENTATION, AND CONTROL PORTIONS OF SAFETY 
SYSTEMS" 

-- Regulatory Guide 1.153 endorses the guidance IEEE Std. 603-1980.  

C. ANSI/IEEE-ANS-7-4.3.2 -- 1982 

"APPLICATION CRITERIA FOR PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS IN 
SAFETY SYSTEMS OF NUCLEAR POWER GENERATING STATIONS" 

-- ANSI/IEEE-ANS-7-4.3.2 -- 1982 expands and amplifies the 
requirements of IEEE Std. 603-1980.  

D. REGULATORY GUIDE 1.52, Noveber 1985 

"CRITERIA FOR PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL COMPUTER SYSTEM SOFTWARE IN 
SAFETY-RELATED SYSTEMS OF NUCLEAR PLANTS" 

- Regulatory Guide 1.152 endorses the guidance of 

ANSI/IEEE-ANSI-7-4.3.2.  
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7.0 MPLIMCE WITH lCRITERIA 

7.1 IEEE Std. 2m-1971 

*Criteria for Protectieon System for Niclear Poer Generating Stations. Some 
of the iferMetion in this report demonstrates the asaus with which the 
Eagle-21 Process Protection equipment satisifies the applicable requirements 
detailed in Section 4 of the above criteria. References are provided as 
follows: 

Requiroement 4.1 *General.Functional Requirement" 

-- This report in general describes the Eagle-21 process equipment and 
its performance requirements.  

Requirement 4.2 "Single Failure Criterion" 

- See Section 2.3.1 

Requirement 4.4 "Equipment Qualification" 

-- See Section 4.0 

Requirement 4.5 "Channel Integrity" 

-- See Sections 2.3.3, 4.2 and 5.0 

Requirement 4.6 "Channel Independence" 

-- See Section 2.3.4 

Requirement 4.7 "Control and Protection System Interaction" 

- See Section 2.3.5 
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Isviruumt 4.9 'Capability for Sensor Checks" 

-So Section 2.3.6 

Apitreuell 4.10 'Capability for Test ad Calbration' 

- See Stions 2.3.6 and 2.3.7 

Reuirement 4.11 'Channel Bypass or Rkoval frog Oporationo 

- See Section 2.3.8 

Requirement 4.13 "Indication of Bypasses" 

- See Section 2.3.8 

Requirement 4.14 'Access to Means for Bypasses' 

- See Section 2.3.8 

Requirement 4.18 *Access to Set Point Adjustments, Calibration. and Test 

Points" 

- Se Sections 2.3.7, 2.3.8, and 3.2.7.3 

Requirement 4.21 'System Repair" 

-- So Section 2.3.10 
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1.0 IMMicrxa 

gol puA~m of this plan Is to prwiove a descriptio of the design, 
verification, mi validation pmos an the genfral organization 
of activities Othatn being use In these ara on the Eag3.-2l 
Proom k0tectim lystem replacnot be~we. 7e intorial 
caftalzi bemain is modeled after the guiakwm pmvided In (a) thn 
414 Intehrated Protectien System Prototype Verificatie propes, 
IuudI -A prsne to the 1W In IM7as purt of the Winxtbin se 
RFMSM 414 sysutm, (b) AMI/n-ANS-7-4 .3.2-192 and (c) Plegulatory 
Gldes 1.152, and (d) the Designi, verification, and Validaticun Plan 
inplementd for the South Texas Qualified Display Procesing System 

1.2 System F~n~tions 

The Eagl.-21 Procenss PEoteoticit System replaceet haxdare 
perform the following seior functions: 

1- Plactor Trip Protection (Owmal Trip to voting Logic) 

2. Egineave Safeguard Fetures (ESF Actuations.  

3. Isolated Wtpzts to Ocinrol System, Oxtrol Panels, and Plant 

4. Isolated Outputs to information displays for Post Accidenit 

5. Autoattic Surveillance Testirq to verify channel performance.  

1.3 System Architecture 

The Eal*-2l Systion Akddteobtru is shown lin Figure 1. Miw basic 
-usse are: 

1. tam~ Procesor subsystem 

7he LOV Processr Subsystem receives a suheat of the prooms 
signals, perform au or mo of the protection algorithm, and 
drives the aypropriate durnal trip (or partial englnserer 
safeguards actuationl) signals. It also drives the required 
isolated outputs.  

2. Testerukys 

Meu Tester Subsystemi serves as the focal point of the htuia 
interaction vith the dwranl set. It provides a user-friendly 
interface that permits test personnel to cofigure (adjust 
setpoints and tuning constants), test, and MaintAin the system.
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f ub@ ' r bead rystme izterams with MWr field -ial "awg vageria bip*wp~t (V) -ae. 2ime 
modle acamat. the plut 61901 Ul tint laPt*4 ft the 
Imtmn Sr*ytM, tudch p~idieully minitmo the integrity of 
the LOM PWOOMm aiaystm.  

2.0 W I 

VAir follciing is a list of releant irdutrial stand~ idard *A a 
wrnaidurod in~ the dmalapt of this plan: 

Digital OmpAr fsyatms in Safety SYatdMw of DMcler Fwem 
Genrain Stations

2. * C Std. 279-1971, *criteria for Pratectior SYatems for Pj1eaz 
PFmw Gwwartirq SbtJA=-W 

3. IEEE . 603-1980, "Criteria for Safety fyt~tM0 for Mldcear PaMr 
Genrtn Stations" 

4. * P 9153, "414 Intaprated Protection System PZ~totYP* Verification 
ftproa," ftfb*ti=M Electric Corp., A~ugt 1977.  

Ft. lOP 9740, '9umry of the lhstiriin Integated Protection 
Sstem Varif iction and Validation Program, " Whstbqhums Electric 
Corp., Septodw 1984.  

6. FAV4atory adde 1.97, hRe. 2, NInsrumentation for 
Liegit-matar-OCocled Ailear Pm- Plants to Assens Plant and 
Environs oditioans owing aid MFow1in an Accident," Deeme 

7. M5I/A9M N~-1-1983, "giuality Asmurancs Program ft~drinrnxs for 
laiclear PFsz Plants" 

S. MEStd 729-1983, -Stardard Glosarxy of Softmre. EDignsirg 
TorminolMOg 

IEEStA 730-1981, *Stardaxd for SofbAMe galitY ADMiAiM Plans" 

10. I=Std 828-1983, *Standard for Software O~ifgUration ?hragmrnt 
Plans" 

11. Btd 6A29-198 * Standard for Software Twt 0Ooimn~tation" 

12. IE t dA630-19S4, *QAid. to Softban Pqirwwts SPsCifiCmtiO~m" 

13. Nw Spcial Nlication 500-75 (Febmrjay 1981), "validation, 
Verification and TOWnting Of COMPAr SOfMMe" 

14. NW Special Pi1ication 500-93 (Septudar 1982). *Sofbmers 

Validation, Verification, Testing Tuhnique wd Tool Fferenc 
Quids"



15. M ped-Ia Rhlha*mta 90-0 P-gift IM2, 'llmwdAyq f 

the ay NJ te fnuwm w 

17. IMPAtMY Oadds LUC, -itOCIA fo 1iF NSA mOitAl Copi 
ytt Sotbme in bSI- ty-b1* "Ob of Mocldrm m Fumw 

18. SUlat~ory *Aids 1.153, "Citl ari SwPoe, Xzw~mnation, and 
Contol PMUtia Of $060tY f~tWAM 

19. Dlud". 'irffimation ad Validation plan for the Umtit 2umm 
Pioject - O.1ified Dipay Procesing fytvi Deig 
Specification Orne V3564, 3Wrsion 3, July 1935.  

3.0 ccDIZTIOU 

I* dafinitiarn in "%is section artaligh the mildq of windi in the 
context of their me lin this plan.  

CMnu SWrnM UmEL - Ihe compi j-p- , am* data and 
cmwm pvm domintatin which -ompie Usn comat 
rrmuintation of the Owatw mofbmz system at a speific atage of its 

CMI1 WVIM - A wating or 94-ila inmadcation proces in ~*il4 the 
roairinft, desqig, ods, or am ptovacta of a dweveopet project 
an pemented to a melscW individal or qnm* of parmonvrl for 
aritiyae.  

1WUY~aL 17!DC (M? - Owtmse of the winctioaul propeties of the 
; m y- to the design reqpiremns.  

WCI'ZGL TOT MW4 (FM) - A sw.um tichidIs performe an the 
dov*ai twitioa~l tests that wesru na by the prgrame an his coe.  

DGP=(Xl - An evaluation ts&mi" in thich softmrs re~drint.  
dssitpn coe, or other pmvjcts an~ exm&ined by a ;me-- or gmV other 
then the desigFner to d. ct faults, difference hebiwo drielqpm 
standards, and other prolem.  

WFUMMTXQ TWlS - Tests parfod during the asm-emr 
integration proces prior to microprocessr uysti validation to verity 
compatibility of the mottiers and the microprocmesor systin )'artre.  

~N=Z (M) - refers to a significant partial f'ritiona. capability of a 
apW~torm and consists of acre than as unit. ho4m ane mrally 
standl-alornspo~r or routines %fc my cal other lowe level 
mo*gm or wia 

FM-W - An evaluation tahi~q~ae in %hi*Lt eoftbare reqirwafts, 
design, coe, or other pra~wts ane ammine by pet ons !m rank, 
Im~asibility, eprincie. and ekil an couprable to that of the
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moftmou cc a iti" eejpso by 8 gordediiw .  

warn o - a doms pom 
9 ftbtlm at th MW h So WftV s M ad 

Anm SI mm be fo a spom, Wg., W a wAt.  
waRU iniui . - a "m cc isiwilso in Lv1Aa~l -mr to -miW amb ad ar"ate 

UFD~~~~~~ WY ZIWtI)- ss1u, to he 
- tat uw1iwmv SaCU criteria wd Vr too 

am MNW Arve hi~ ism Ir fs fan as B.  

SLWK(N) -s miw to a mnom twictIourn m.t of a pmp ard is 
'Pb If CC am or or mi. A wSgrgro is typlally wmpr~w* Jay 

UrnM ifM~tOE SINIIm by & WRO IPq- pMin.  

WMXVIAL UES M T - ONVaunsiv awurmcisa Orn boftw Pnom cef ad its F q11 IqIW st~uain.  

WT1 (U) - so. mosues , ,I ,in asrnvt Gobr miniobr 
ccI.I a swoamw cc Flo ammn" Ow in sy t pwtwu 

ux'ZW - so tes a0d m1ft~woi of a*n LWM~to awyer y to 
-nw cowlime With "rn Nmwatir Poricrnm ad iawtam 

V~nC== - Tra pr~m of detam~tnga a afe or Uno awPumjt of 
emci Oim cc the d*Wta GO wistam doaw moamm Wfia lls 
all theng~mf umim lmo by Usm puuiam Oim.  

Wvzp(s) - An IinivIidl orya gow cc divi&Mls amilmi to Iwjat 
mmLIG Code, -W~t tast WM. PU fta Ufif, and dMISM Un tmot 
rMdtB fors &~~im iFWI NSOwPtIn If h SU. it ivty Is&ArawV. G 
clijaf verfier will be qpi tv qpaio ad lad the MwifItwicto ad 

WO Ca= I WYOM (MB) - A omEm owabiting O tiextt iwilts.  
Ini am~wdwcUm with UOw bibazi Test ~Ifwiatian it cw~irsi ws.~i 
Intoaztion to weble a in£dmpudu part to repat the text ad 
unwokw.SiIt.  

4. SYS sMMIL'Izr 
VA rn bql* of tho -- l 31 systm. as in Iiiur 2~*. involves 
tiwm sag"a:
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Destign 

a m~lI O* mIEU Seebgp is helwbdo 

1) in aetw msf p IA imu larid bwtwsum at sa 
to be addvd ni ommatnoion l m - iUa pulf pho,.  

1 -0 tdMO 08 M~ML VA WuIS~ @00P,140N 

Omni- mm is-.t I fa 

2) *A duw Sage is Omwmed by tihe heomoition of these Syt 
Doi -enu Is"fatm weigh swI2intim ard -- a and 
Sotwar 00uiu0 A.Miia tio at mgficiom itau to dude ti&e 

sai t*io. of time StG. 2W U01twr Deig piftistiame for 
Smi qiam wen aim Lwttur 4muif Sinto yu.RM mmw Wd unit 

2) Ism mmitation ad tes *Sm is dinucteind by ta& acumi 
OWSUCIM Of M time1r&n aMum, oC * tieriam usftar aititiss, 
ad time"a. TUs uaft dwenopu* tem Is WMUIbi6 for thme 
witfrq. ummirgm. tims. ad aamer tim =WA coam. As 
the - fmn - *Itims an am3*01. bquwArat I& tnim t Irmi "Miw 
are tinill U~~ - to the veifio for final lxdepadet ruvia 

mtoa = m qmclt0la insectio 5.0.  

Ustftwr ammiq~et con be vlfwas a a iu, of ~men-ftsL~wmp t~ 
aiai~w to "wt demelopm. The ftft Osig Wicftiotla is 

VO to IMurNtSUO bft U :Iq Deign istans W~hic i tLa" we me 
to isveiq ?MO WIm lampm prosim. Tums emgr an Conata 
by a oIu if" assembly lapque". am by tad ammelar into 
m~ftij CO&S. go lAIi*W Cumbnes gpm of SM66l mist with tie 
libemY to Pr& rnMCCW"3refSt Code for lipt to tim lomder.  
Tho loode generatim tihe .abouima cob WAdc is then bo mrA reed 
waly -ooy WO .  

Ise Use Of a high iWmi la gs" allow tis dww to a9Wrs hi 
idsina torm timet is mrsneuram to his. Uim "*~ Junto to 

him 1WADPg ad not he to time lNAqme 01 the amita. loft tim, 
wittam inm a high Isui lanpAge is varn rnud~iy rwimm by a 
Independet purty~m *a my no e Lmi-liar wi.th the compAw mosiby 
Unpage infruxmti met. los teeubws of the hig lefti lariuaqs 
aid the dwvoopi~t of reliable moftt... For amomle block 
stractmingv helps Idemtify and rem thme mvbw of possibie macuotion 

As peut of twtiw., the varlame hutmeaa om~cwu and sotba 
entitim weamemn min a a stepwiss wmeur. Additioral tmtij at 
each sep to rwouw that esch oompo perform its re~tizd 
6wction Oma iUptawa with its ammociate omowts.  

So final activity asociated with the ysvtw Iilmotstion ard tmtirq 
step Lu thme tintuq of the uystm. A uyrt tmt plan Lu derved fm 
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010 uWutM ftftiumld W., I ardsv dmig , 91p .imtm to 
wdim tha the q/t umbts a level oC t~wo-Wty ad p futm-m 

*u1 t W am=@ a010 mue edamxt. WOs f hml Puatm test 
0 5 torWnoU ftany Ampw " 

$maid ý19m toid~rnq m ftiliui Is &U staps at 
Us wmmpa p.ý to - Oin go hm~m ad sothom 

Fend m ig siime an -t witim U9tvim m to m *At.t 
law d@S* IWiAe toi wumifts of a gapi ofknw2edpefil 
ualtieniacIpiainy agines to woarn *Ant AUall em a at the deigni an 

-fi 1 UR _O*gtiC and tist stage, aceptanm ttin ud review 
we OWAIctd by Onm dmsigines an thm bKWMm CMNIUs, Cixwijt 
bmt and 0*lsysta to OW*amstn Otibit a level of fwrctioaulity 

conist with tI&AMw Deig *- if ictcna and SO.W" Deig 

2Ba firal deign~ immncei toviiqgm ut~ind is tin insinti of tie 
uyftin Factay Acmpt= Tint to -nmi this .ystm pufarmo mats the 

5.0 SVS VERIP7C*IW 

5.1 Iftsc.action 

With tie appiictiam of prognrmle digital epaw systam in 
safety Sstmusi of nclamr poma generating stations, desigisr are 
ct' -'gted to candct indepedent zmvi. of them oftwere amoiatad 
with thm coutar ystm to swan tin fwtmicnlity of motbare to 
a level CW1St~t with thAt desribe in the uyttM rsagiremets.  

Section 5a pwids an overvie of Liu verification philsopy.  
Section 5.3 decrbas the arif ication tesdAigm utilized in 
perotulrq tihe verification pr s Section 5.4 descibes thm 
ustrix Utit tkA verification puarsnml un for datarmliaM ton 
level of verification tiat hmald to appied to each bofbmxe 
etity. S@AMta 5 oWUNlW by dafling1 tim aplication Of tIS 

verification intrix to tihe faql.-2 Palacmen Ikr~m.  

5.2 Wrif iction Wlamo4Vy 

Figure a ilihatratas the integrtion of the oyintw verification~ and 
validation 1r 1 with the wystam deign1 pr'oum. The 
verification proces way be divide into two distirct pimmm: 
verification of deigni domauntAtion, and verification of mcfhare.  

As iwm an figur* a, in~pmdwt verification is perfarga at each 
sep, of the definition and damig etagam. Tor awomle, independent 
werit icatio will oca to annum t'mat tJ* I d--I-ition from the



fnctimal r.q1irmta and the ofbtare reqjirt nts to the ystea 
deign requizm te has been perfomed properly and thoraughly.  
Similarly, an idispendeit rwi will be anclated in the 

-s i.sitim fr the systm design eirtments to the sste 
dm6in ispcfimtian. Figure 2 illustrates Ie an indJpendent 
revi and a9ioff will be cona ced * ring the design process.  
arification of the deign docarntation will be capleted prior to 

the ;3l ntatioIn I an test ase.  

Durin the ilmlemntation and test stage, hen the writing, 
teting, assembling, and documnting associated with each software 
entity (beginning at the unit leel) is aoapleted by the design 
tam, the sofatMe entity is formally turned over to the verifier.  
At this point, an independent reviw an/or testing of the software 
entities is performed to verify that the functionality of the 
software entities met the applicable Software Design 
Specifications. After the verifier is satisfied that all 
reqairemnts are met, the software is configured for use in the 
final systam and equent system validation process.  

Figure 3 illustrates the philosephy utilized in onducting the 
software verification proess. The verification process begins at 
the unit software level, i.e., the simplest building block in the 
software. After all software units that are utilized in a software 
module are verified, the verifier proceeds to verify that module.  
Not only is the software module verified to meet the module 
Software Design Specification, but the verifier ensures that the 
appropriate units are utilized in generating the software module.  

After all software modules necessary to acomaplish a software 
subprogr=a are verified to meet the applicable Software Design 
Specifications, the verifier proceeds to verify that subprogram.  
As in the case of the software module, the verifier not only verifies that the mutprogram meets the applicable Software Design 
Specifications, but also verifies that the appropriate software 
modules were utilized in generating the subprogram entity. This 
verification philosophy ensures that the verifier tests ani/or 
reviews the interface between the software unit, module and 
subprogram entities.  

Depending upon the hardware implemnentation, the verification 
prooef amy utilize system hardware in the verification of the 
software andules and subsystems.  

5.3 Verification Techniques 

Verification techniques used in software developnent fall into two 
basic categories: review and testing.  

5.3.1 Reviews 

There are three types of reviews used in the verification 
of software: Design docunentation reviews, code reviews 
and functional test reviews.
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5.3.1.1 DesOign Doatentatin Raview 

'his activity involves the coaprison of a design 
docoa t for a u et=, iodule, or uwit to the 
design decrtnt C2 the acmnMlnt above it to 
ensur that all of tha parftomano requirents 
stated in the highr level docum are met.  

5.3.1.2 Soure gods Review 

Sorcs code review, as pposed to code testing, 
is a verification mthod in whidi the software 
pvogra is amained visually. 'he operation of 
the eoftbar is desmed and comared with the 
apected operation. In effect, the operation of 
the software is simulated mentally to confirm 
that it agrIes with the specification.  

Source code revieus will be used to verify the 
transformation fra a Design Specification into 
high level code. High level code is easy to 
read and understand, and therefore full 
irspectic at that level is feasible.  

5.3.1.3 Functional Test heview 

A unctional test review is a review by the 
verifier of the ixmienttian associated with the 
faCtional tests which were performed by the 
designer. WIhis review will provide a high degree 
of assurance that the software perform the 
Arctias specif: .In the design requirements.  

5.3.2 Software Testing 

Software tests can be divided into two categories: 
structural and functional.  

5.3.2.1 Structural Testing 

Structural testing, wnich attempts to 
ccprahensively exercise (via oaputer emulation) 
the software program code and its cMpConent logic structures, is usually applied at the unit 
level. The functionality of the program is 
verified along with the internal structure 
utilized within the program to inplement the 
required function.  
Structural testing requires that the verifier 
inspect the code and understand how it functions 
before selecting the test irputs. The test 
irnputs should be chosen to exercise all the 
possible control paths within the software 
caponent. If this is not possible, the test 
inputs should be chdosen to exercise every 
statement within the oxxponent. For exaBple, it 
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a trigonlomti ftwtio in calculated in several 
diffarut Uy., depesling an thrn rge1 of the 
iqat* argmt, amthes test -qf 'wnkld 
tint for the argmt In each of these range, 
W wel -s mUn thbmuderiin betwmin z=WN . in 
prtionlar, uM Mmmriee arn Ie liit, the 

l Limit, ud at leet. orn Intendiat. valuen 
within mdic rug 

In the f~ctiorml approach to I - ygm testing, 
the internal strwbmr of the progra. is ignored 
durng the test data ealectian. Tests are 
cm-traft from the func~tional properties of the 
Pgrop. Vfidi are specified in the Design 

Specfictio. Alciwlaal testing is the method 
vast frequently used at the module or subsystem 
level. DmqNaSS of fwictional testing include 
random tasting and qieial case by forction.  

Rado tstlng is the method of applying a test 
input seqmm~ chosen at rrnxaa. The method can 
be used in the fraUoiin; circmotintm : to 
sinilate real time events that are inded raidon; 
to laicreae the cardbeKum level In the 
oorrectness of a very complex mant ;e to test a 
aftyutem or a system %*rnr it is not mnmasry 
to test all the possible paths; to get a 
qwmntitative masure on the aomzwcy of a nmraic 
caloa~lation; or tu get a measure of the average 
time reqaizwl by som calculation.  

Special cusm by fwicticn can he dedwed from the 
Deign -Specification of the axxdue and will 
d3terzfine sae test casoes. Pt-- amuple, a 
6'brQUtine for Matrix inversion should be tested 
using alzmst-sirigular and ill-conditioned 
mAtrices. Subrcuitines Q~ich aooet argmets 
from a specified range should he tested with 
then arguwinms at the extreme points of the 
range. An aritkmtic package should he tested 
with variables u~i-ic have the largest and 
SMilest mantissa, largest and urnllest expionenit, 
all zerces, and all onsand negtive variables.  

5.4 Verification Matrix 

The choice of particular verification tediniques to be utilized on 
a systemi ccponent is a function of the following parameters: 

A. The safety classification of the system 

B. The hierarchical level cf the software cmiponent (unit, 
module or subprogram) 
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5.4.1 Safety Clasification~ 

2be maffty clasification of an itIMI Is dufined aozdinq to MIn-27g-19 ad i1 md 603-2960. In 9.,.l, the safety claiitjmt of thne~m si ntabmei Urn Verificatio revirommu for Urn fytmu MWW, 'in all the OMPNnits cotie In the wystm do o Moesmailyý prfm win, asafty ftmitiarn, a hiohe or lamr level Of verificaticn sy be assigned to specific sytm Comonets J deen ingo the exmo fwicticne perfbIMad. If a different level Of verification is assigned to a copoit, the interaction babeba that onorný and thrn CUMe Mow~cuns In tte sy-stan sut be ceazfallY considered and revistad.  
5.4.2 Hierarchica leVel Of Softbare CprIaIPftS 

Pbr eofbmr, that is organized In a hiwrar~dcal structure, the intriccim Of the acbmd code can rat be easiy WPma~d at the ~Rnr levels. Ftw all but simple fl*t. it " Prudent to aORWvah verification in a prgressive inzwge, begnizmiz at the unit level. it is at the unit level that the code can be sant easily ingipected or Ccprehay.ively twW es znposary.  
As the software is Wilt up into higOe level copot during the integration stage, it beccm possible to duM~ntrata comlete prociesing ftwctiane. This pzMs allows the validation~ of functional performanc zugui~rW~t Mbm, validation testing assiew a fty-ticawd them, vAith the main sophasis on the intOeacticui babis mnbqwtmz and temir interface..  

5.4.3 Jusntification~ of RqatriX Elements 

Considering the permuters; detailed above, different vrification mmwtJ are reguiired for diffezr"* ksymtm.a and eofbare CMcln Figure 4 illustrates, in tabular form, the levels Of verification~. The software cmpounmt OD~umn identify the levels of softwars. FKhalt ela - of the matrix Specifies the type Of test~ing or review that will be Performed on the aOfbmre Copnn witkiin that classification. 7he justificatio Of each matrix elawant followi.  

5.4.3.X Class 1 E AsoitdSoftware 

71he softwRM associated with actustion and/or lJnplamntaticui of reactor trip, enihneered safety featUMes and infra~tion displays for mesnally cOntrolled actions (as defined by IMStd.  279-1971 and EMStg. 603-1980) mist receive the hi~t level (level 1) Of verificektion identified. An such, all sofbare anst be 
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stamebatlly tesed to ooze that al2lines 
Indeesssa - a UrnStesded design speWfation.  
SluW 018 plat qntais rely Won the sitontio 

,,I I Onf the -eoW tZIPsD MVCV OirAIWnu 
EI g n ac3tlrns, as wall as lztimstion 

dieplays for inually oile22d actions, the 
hi~rs level of confidenc Wa be affteded.  

5.4.3.2 NO-Class 22 imeaCiatad Solbazer 

XTy aeociated boftwars that is not directly 
related to Class 2. variables will receive level 
2 verification. This software has the following 
criteria: 

I. Dow not generate anyj Claws 13 inlformationh.  

2. Has no ivpct an the Class 33 function.  

3. Has no direct electrical path to arrcrmno~ly 
alter a Class 2E fawtion, or its data.  

5.4.4. AgWicatien of the Vierificatiom Matrix ari Critaria 
Utilized for Software Testing for the Eagle-21 Replacemet 
Hardwre 

5.4.4.1 7Mn Egl.-21 Flpacmn system can he divided 
into two groups: 1) that wichd performe class I.E 
protection ftwtiona, has 4xpact anc Cass 1E 
functi"z, and which tests Claws lE fArctizns and 
2) that whdic awitors the sysauim and p=oides 
ncm-class 3 iformation to the user.  

The first grou mists of the following 
(Referencs Figure 1): 

1. A12 of the lacp Prc...zsso &sArystem 

2. The portion of the Twtr S&*uystam that runs 
MZrveillae tests and therefore, has an 

iuanto the 1/0 modles 

3. That portion of the Tooter &uhsygstm wh~ich 
cwtrols oomuiucation to the Loop Processor 
for parameter update.  

4. That Portion of the MCU curt which allows the 
operator to ii~pt now parameters and which 
does the limit dwiting an those irpts.  

This group, wichd mawts the criteria for Section 
5.4.3.1, will he verified at level 1 to give the 
highet degree of onfidence to this coe.  

The aboond grou oonists of the following 
(kfmrne Fig=r 1): 
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1. 1211t Pm~tim of the Tastw S&syst. Wtdi hu ra dlzw* 111 to the Lncp Pzomeew 
Ote ta a rnod-rany dataliz*. 7his Inause the aofbkinge *dd 'atM the tet Poo lio"t ad Otpft uuko trd PAY*&s.  

2. AUl of the On =sf bMz ug t t liste in 
4) fak".  

Whs 9ZCI* will be V~ified at level 2 sin= it Minsts the Criteria Of in*stimt 5.4.3.2.  
5.4.4.2 Criteria Utilized for Softwar TestiMt 

This Criteria will be applied to level 1 @Dtbam= Units (hkfer to Figure 4).  

Past uaerimm has damwtatsd that mulatiam teting of very siMple pMrooa~s is Mot 111lMaz~y Old that the reactums t testing UNIDO pV~droca col be better a~1iarI to the larger, awe ertvr-prate Cae. The folladnig are the Cr~iteria mUsd to determins if a pzvoodure can be classified as "Simkleu and mitieft to a strift ewrme code review as C;oaed to testing. if any one of the tolladng Stat=Ma*A is true, testing vil.i be perforeW as tummi.  

1. Mhe verifier determines t1-at this parti'2aw Procedure is a =mlqn case and, while all othe lr diticn are satisfied, a code and dOaasntation review is not adequate and that testing ditai] still be Performed.  
2. 11ath qxaticuu (+, -, /I) are date by this Azooedzrs and involve at least ate variable that is not IM basked and is noat a data 

contant.  

3. Logical cyaratiate are damn by this pr~osdue and the reslt is used in a umainnr other than as ark ordinary TRJEFAIBE or whomr the rwtulting logical byte is N~r acceassd 
aCcOrting to the definitions: 
MMJ equ1ates to (0.0) 

lFdE equlates to (0-1) 

4. Logical qpertiws are daks by this prooauze for the purposne of setting or clearing 
(&WMain) status or control bits.  

5. There isnsr than ate Pat to the Woos&"z 
due to the use of one or -ra of the 
following FIX4 owitrol statements: 
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ZVZU IDO KDO (DD counte - start TO 

6. son PMaN&M cail" of Mr tim~ binnty 
amadbe IteIu . 2. te faueitable 

Statimit Is defined asay stmntom Other 
thm the Proossm declare, YLVO&w anc, or 

7. SA [gma.1ire Includes ans or mre intermal 

6.1 Validation Rdlocqa*y 

Nuarses the system verification verifie the dsacemosition 
of the system reqiremet douoints in the definition and design 
staop aM alma verifie thn AM&W&Uon~tY Of the sofbinr.entities 
(unit, =&Asi, and sub¶gropm) beginning tron the =allat softWare 
entity and Progressing to th Fagra level, the system validation 

pmcas is performd to demntrate the ftsytem fuimotioaulity. By 
Coduting the msytum validation test, the results duMKMtratM that 
the system design etS tW systOM funtioal rec~dirmts. N~ 
any inconistencies that occurred &zring the system deyveUqinit, in 
this area, that mom not diuomqered during the variwsm design 
verification activities discussd in Section 5.0, wIiud indeed be 
reviewe, identified, and tracked by the verifiers throug 
rensolution by the design tinm.  
FtfloIWin =q1eticn of the symstm validation test, the 1ar can 
Indeed have a hicj degree of confidenc that the sytetm functional 
reurments wre mat.  

6.2 Validation Testing Omirviw 

Duiring verification, a battcano-u Mi~rcmscic a~Rzach is ut~i1 4 ted 
to) thor4ay and indlividually review and/or test each piece of 
software withiin the total system. This roquire a significant 
ef fort and verifies that exh software element cperates properly as 
a staM-alrns entity.  

Validation cemlmn~ts the verification process and not only 
insures that the final inlamted systmr 3atisf i~e the top-level 
fue-cticnal requirstants but also that good engineering practice wees 
utilized 4hwingx the design and liplemantation of the system.  
Following are the vajor ph~ases of validation: 

* TW-dwnfntional reqiirments tetn 
* Prudency review of the design and its linplemnitation 
* Specific Hmn-Mddin Interface (Mi) testing 

I7rn macroscoic tqp-dow functional reqiremnts ptuas of 
validation testing treats the system as a black bo %*dile the 
prudency review phase re~ires that the internal struicture of the 
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iztagL --- Vh=mitz systim be analyzed in gtat detail.  
Mkhast to Uis del IMmmdi, wll~tic tasting Weold" & UANi Of 

.Ua ud tetinig CasmaY Wdald Is at lenst eqIivalot to 
;Z '*t codi - *wIn verificaticiand Inoiz detecio of wW 
deficiencies that oom d dang the Ag ds b* not 
disommeW 4cing veificatian. Yldtest~ing is wef amed an 
the verified uafier residing vithin the fin Iau tar et ibs.  

the Validation plan deflmms a methodology that mnot be 
fol Iowe toy 6f a uewim of tq~a fmctioel, 
reqW lz - , asd revies and tests whdic ccollzt the 
11 o 1CMInW 9 utiliz during the Vierification testing 

ftw i~dspmdut types of revisws andor teaft are to be 
.. k&Ad to insur over-all systms integrity: 

1. aw~ticna1 I~Wdrats 1Testing - this zinsure that the 
desg Mats the Amcticaml rspirjfrnts.  

2. Abnormal Twting - this insures that the design 
cparutes proprly txu~a abnoml-md conditicna.  

3. System FruSwxy7 Fviuew/Teting - this ensre that good 
deign practice was utilized in the desig and 

1-1ntaio of critical areas of the systue. The 
itmos, wwerd within this section rsqdre the intariuls 
of the system design and -up1mwntation, to be analyzed in 
detail.  

4. Speclif iC Ibi !ddMIneZterface tasting - this liure~s 
that the operator intartaos utilized to modify the 
syoste's data-base perform properly urder rml-moe 
and abwmal-e data-eatry aseuenoe. This is a 
critical are requixing special attention 8in to the 
impact, an the softwae of the eyutae-level inforpation 
utdcd can be modified via this interfac.  

The fttioaul regdrownts and abnormal-s testing phase 
of Validation utilize a bladck-b uyutams approac %ileo the 
Systain Pnzlency Waiew/Taft~irq phase sophsize the needto 
wderstand the internal operaticn. and interacticme within 
the Vistas.  

6.2.2 Top Level 1wwctiwal FjA~irmnnts 

'The ftrcticnal, reqfremats serve as the basis for 
identifying the tests that mist be caduted during the 
Validation tasting phase.  

6.2.3 Fun~ct~ional Pad~rsitaTs 1ting 

The Validation functieval reqairements teting phase 
~xists of the following stesp: 
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P 0

mrntpIami towltmf1as ntk 

in*-zup~zinW a ra ue"M at tasM not bm 
adsfie ON to Jmmz ftft Usn spo N 

Ab m zn IS ffitisifisd.  

SOON~ ~ r~ Mu fbily guWA1 ma it 1s 
iqatu 00 UI11t Urn -MN WM&1a that - ' Urn 

daciamiinm3 pmwdes the I atay.taI I as to 
asn t"" of tat iWidi nut bme..nt..d to Inaux Utha 
the vib-z"UM*z is mat.  

2. Vaiato test -rc~ genantio 

Onc thn decompoition has oo~zud, the specifics of 
the taut(s) not km dmfizned in taut procsiral form 
madi that it (they) can km c~andted daizij validationa 

3. Validation test memItUMi (kafe to Smction 7.3) 

Man &ftafl4d tests pwter Vanlidation test procuedt 
not km conduted by a Validation Test Taclcian and 
thern tab mist km iwmiewd by the Validation Test 

Each fwulati l &3h-zairinit not be uniquely 
idenitified. gon test proom~zra generated to test eachi 
0j" *d~rmmt mixt km ~o~~ qy identified for easie 
of cros-I fezwvcidq.  

During this -~a of Validatio Un thetntioarl re~ruwnts 
are rwvisiod to define a swmmra of abnormal conditions 
undmz~hic* the ristamt mist operate properly vithout reslts 
in at causing any lirndvextant or detrimetal actions.  

7he validation abkitrmal-mode tauting phase a~wists of the 
follaiii StAmS: 

'flu top-1wel funcatioa'l reqaireaints not be reviewed 
to identify detailed abnormal-wad condiltions. 7he 
type of taut that not be awdx+Acd to exrise the 
systam under each abraciial-wcde condiltion nut also be 
det ired.  

2. Validation taut proosaru gWOUiet n~ 

onc the ecimition has ocirted, the speifics of 
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0 a

UA tot(s) zm be deiied In t. proodrl fown 
mxi Vat it ~U an) be coindw*d xzIM va1idtimi 

5. Va1daim tat emu*4m~ In I to Uection 7.3) 

In d dai test pw Urn test, -m be-nt be 
awxs by a Validatlimnr Tudrciani ad the 

unats not be "visuai by Uam volhhtla ust 

Z~a 8*minRI-Wmi aciditilmi not be uniqusly identified.  
7he test yrucsdi gumrste to tet each PA)-zirwiizmt 
not be czalgyidentified for eseof 

6.2.5 Bystan Pzudency PAvi@W/Tt!ng 

Wring thnis &trm of Vaidstiai, the pystu design and 
l~linatirnis analyzed and revisua against the -fsytm 

Pzwbury OwddistP. gorn uute mot be evaluited against 
Whs cdickdiat to limaw that good aginearing~ practice has 

ben foillowd.  

Th Syst lan ec OrnuWChddiut, addes the followin critical 
design -rm: 

* lunais upmm storag 

* eta-bae inforition Itag 

* 3itipl.-preors hazed, mcry architiectur 

Da~ta-link criainted Westin architsobures 

* - ratim dsz 

Most of these itm do not relate directly to a functioaul 
reqirmint or to a swims of functional rgAirenits bit 
addes the ims~ of integrated eystms intagrity.  

Daring the *yet=m design p P1oi--, tw independent functions will be 
utilized: arn for developsit, and ans fo verificatiorn. Then software 
develqpnt personnel recive the Systas Deigni Specification, geneate 
the Softiare Deigni Specifications, and then deignsg, developn, tests, 
and dooinits the cade. 7h@ verification peracinnl receive the released 
cofe and its domwmtation, perform Urn req'4rud reviews aid tests as 
dictated by the Sofbare Verification Level within the Verification 
Matrix and proftm a Verification Tint Plort (VlR).  

This type of orpanization has several adveantages. 'flu me of two 
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Indwen~t nt~itiue Intrmo diverity 'm rno V -- of uofamze 
=mutm ui- and Urn Ptx6itY of undetected muor. Mtotirn 

;unfi is *,at indi a udin ma the designer to ram sufficient 
ad unsbsms ammotuti befom iwaimtiw ik tolrn piaos.  

rmmotimi indiandenet assentlal to ad~m m-e ""~. In -atala, the bm rm~mua Vii hew u1PWt 2Ind aegumm. now 
that the d@Uve2* Peranmwe Winits, the cod for veification only 
afte theUr d9VinIt tami has confirme the coe to its satisfaction.  
Vzo d1m mi (ding)M ftin the develepont mes tmAstin an 
not zut~id to be docimntd by the verification anginsurs.  

2We use of the Aboe pyomuvm dosnt precldetheU possibility that 
the develope of ans xcae my be the veifier of a different modile, as 
long as that person did rit panrticipamte in the deigni or coding of the 
=~Ad* being verified.  

The copoition of the ftya1prt tiam ia depondet WMo tke 
fwncticam that anreqAM~ie to be performed by the tasm. Typical 
tass functinar include thm following: 

7.1.1 Chief Prognmwr 

This is the tem software lardr %tuo is ~crible for tim 
Software todhmial Matters. The ditias of the Chief 
Programmr incude: 

a. Software Desm Speification 

Urn ddef programmr has the Pr-m nibility for the 
&rVe1CP t Of tld Software Deign Speifications, %*hic 
are baud an tim System Deig Specification.  

b. Architach=r 

Global decisions an the utzucbzre of the software, 
dcacitimu and data base are made by the chief 

prormer-.  

C. coding 

Sona critical sectiawe of the proprm (both in tarira of 
importance and compexity) can be =dm by the chief 
progame.  

8. General 

The chief prograumr suervim the rest of the team in 
bofttbmr tacnical rattana.  

7.1.2 Programme, 

It is anticipated that thers will be mom than am progrmmer, 
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ad tha at Ina ais pp will rwioini as a dC 
to am cdust I so UPmm U tt -v to 

*"& Uhe Cof mar inblin .4/o . mJ5- as irmk 
by to ageko Dud" &uaifii 

Urn ftotlnm ag the verifllmtlo tma m asfollo: 

7.2.1 Mist V~ifid 

lea lede iuo is r..pinsible few all tecui1al inttaw. The 
&*4m of 0A Cwuet 1aifie includei: 

a. kvluu Syste Damgn 3~~mm4ta and evdicmtlam 
recived fn the dwmonlpet anginea for omltn and 
uninipvaty. (hi review my be parfame by uno 
qmlitstd individa1 WWo Is iid~mndu* oc th deir are 
ben reviswd.) 

b. MO~ise UotSbmze Deign fefimtionsreceived fm the 
&WlCP.t Ongil~ Ow a~semm and unoiguity.  

C. revmie V~ifiW' Sofme Tet seificatlm for 

d. Overs verification of critical sections in the software.  

a. inwmwiue and awalt with the veification tinm.  

f. kavlew rwt Pkcts 

7.2.2 V*Iifiws 

a. ~FozuMMC= e Cob irspcticmu and review SoftwareDsign 

b. write Sotbae Tesrt 5peaifcitionsa.  

c. fMu tests an aftrgrm, modles and units.  

d. Write test reports.  

7.2.3 Librarian Function 

93e Librarimn perfom the following &ztims in the uuint.'mnm 
of the Verifiction Sotbars Library: 

a. -mible for the stcrage and configuartion central of 
the omiter saftwars being verified as faollo: 

(1) Establijums identification of each softwamre ealmat 
(i.e. unit, ma~ule, suk*qp=~) within the mp~.ts 
software Baseline (C55)
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(2) adtmos -ocsie mr uotuum ad 

(.3)us u~a mdtk olll i Conuutra 09 a 
s auri a mme y 

o. Iu -d w~ru dau I toa onlUy 

7.3 Valibstie roction 

7.3W.1 Chif Wrn Vbietr a~l 

b. Ploiew vislidtia tooting inalts ad wits final 

c. ftevinand awi m t with the valldft 

7.3.2 Pactimul kqAizw*s D~eopoe (aptior1/Chief 
Veifier) 

a. Qxrimts Validation of a specific arms 

b. koview ftwcticml ftoimitien for compltignae ui 
accurcy (this Review voy be I -E- - by anvo 

qualifie indSivlidual ~* Is lopwdwit of the 
doi* -m being revian) 

a. Caudifta Valdstiw of a opwif ic are 

b. Reviewi fwitiwrna deom~sit~im for couletanuu aid 
eam ly (this Iswis may be Perfore by ancoilr 
qualified individiam Wio is indq'dut of the deigni 
am br- rwiseed 

C. Moview and appraw taut PMOO&Ae vs fwictifarrl 
reqiAizt taut spcification to itwure test 
;cccedue is aeqiiata 

d. Along with the Librarian, linsue that rter verified 
cam in being Volidetw
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7.2.4 vaiati gu mi 

a. wdf wouaim -w ipmaflam ~i~a 

uWw %ai~tie twt bqimm to iau Oft 
pwqw writ d ago Is b.Im wauim.  

b. am tus dJomtr~mi at lhiJati.m hams 
v I m OD tO Urn ~qr"iatA dmi9 uqauw.  

a. 9--fo am Widtiu, toW w dizu~Jw ofther 
Vddtcn7tD 

b. DOU*t - zumato
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SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCESS 
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